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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

This chapter presents the conclusion and provides the suggestion concerning 

on analysis the language style that used in “Mulan” movie. 

A. Conclusion 

From the study, the researcher found that there is five language style that 

used in the “Mulan” movie. There are frozen, formal, consultative, casual, and 

colloquial styles.   The frozen style is commonly used in formal and symbolic 

situations,  a figure that used this style is commonly used by important 

characters, and in this movie, the frozen style is used in the palace. Next, a 

formal style is commonly used by the figure in the formal meeting which is the 

audience usually answers with no interruption, and the pronunciation that is 

used is also clear. After that, consultative style is used in the semiformal 

situation which is this style commonly used by family and talking about the 

relax topic. And there is the casual style which is this style commonly used by 

the figure in the conversation with their friend and they commonly used jokes 

to this conversation. The last style was found in the colloquial style. This style 

informal situation and usually the figure used construction in their 

conversation. 

From the explanation above, the five language styles that were found have 

different characteristics and the figure used different language styles in 

different situations. It indicates that the way you communicate in everyday life 
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is crucial because people need to communicate with other people in life 

and used language to share their information. The role of language style is to 

give choice to people who used many types of language styles based on the 

situation that happens.  

B. Suggestion 

In this study, the researcher focuses on the analysis language style in the 

“Mulan” movie by Niki Caro. The researcher found five types of language 

styles, there are frozen, formal. Consultative, casual, and colloquial style. The 

found of research will be advantages to other researchers which it can use to 

support their research about analysis of language style. And then, this research 

can advantage to university students which can give knowledge about language 

style which is can be found in this research then after they read the study the 

researcher expected that the university student can understand more about 

language style that can be gotten in this data. The writer argues that linguistic 

theory can be implemented to help people learn and grow language style 

analysis. From this, the researcher suggests for the next researcher can analyze 

the language style in the magazine, newspaper, or advertisement or with the 

same study but with new development in giving information about language 

style. 

 


